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H
arley Talman is very kind to respond to my fi ve 
critical observations on his position concerning 
the prophethood of Muhammad. I am sincerely 

honored that he considered my response and took the time 

to off er his constructive feedback. His detailed response to 

my critique refl ects his genuine heart and faithful desire 

to present a Christ-like attitude. My understanding of 

historical accounts and biblical authority does lead me to 

diverge with him on critical issues. But, I have no desire 

to reduce this exchange to two competing camps. We 

are simply having a fruitful discussion for the purpose of 

mutual edifi cation. Fundamentally, I embrace him as a 

brother in Christ. 

His response did touch every comment I addressed. 

However, throughout his response he seems to have used 

the same methodology he adopted in the initial article, 

namely, elevating the value of selected secondary studies 

above crucial primary sources, as well as avoiding inter-

acting with works that oppose his thesis and arguments. 

Th ough I demonstrated in my fi rst response how selectivity 

and heavy reliance on secondary studies can be misleading, 

his response to my article still used that exact approach. 

Having said that, and with full respect and gratitude, here I 

off er my critical comments on his response to my critique. 

I will demonstrate how his methodology suff ers from an 

over-reliance on cherry-picked secondary works, how his 

application brings foreign concepts into the Muslim con-

text, how his hermeneutics is severely reductionist, and how 

even the Qur’an refutes his claims.

I will begin by discussing the most important point (which 

comes in his last comment) concerning our witness to 

Muslims. He admits and agrees that “the possibilities [he] 

explored diff er greatly from typical Islamic views of 

Muhammad’s prophethood,” but he still insists that his “pro-
posal will fi nd greater favor with Muslims than the common 
Christian contention that Muhammad was a false prophet.” 
I fundamentally disagree. Th e proposal off ered by Talman is 
intentionally misleading to Muslims. He states that he believes 
that Muhammad is not a “true prophet,” yet suggests con-
veying to Muslims that their prophet had “a prophetic role, 
function or mission.” Muslims do not have a “prophet in some 
form” category, or a “non-prophetic” prophet. Th ey do not have 
a non-prophet with “a prophetic function,” or a not-a-true-
prophet with a “prophetic role of some other order.” Th ese are 
fanciful categories. Lacking even the biblical concept of proph-
ecy as a spiritual gift, Muslims have only prophets, or not. Th ey 
have categories only for prophets and the general popula-
tion. If Talman seeks to achieve a “constructive dialogue with 
Muslims,” it can hardly be done through creating such vague 
categories from outside the Muslim context. His attempts to 
“over”-contextualize brought him far beyond even the Muslim 
context itself and what Muslims can comfortably trust.

In my investigation of his proposal, I consulted with three 
Muslim friends: the Imam in my current city in the States, 
the Imam of Chiang Mai mosque in Th ailand, and my dear 
Egyptian Muslim friend whom I have known since elemen-
tary school. I asked them all one question, repeating Talman’s 
proposal and quoting him: what do you think of a Christian 
saying “I respect Muhammad as having a prophetic role, 
function or mission—even though I do not consider him a 
prophet the way that you do”? Th e answer was unsurprisingly 
simple: Are you playing a word game or trying to deceive me? 
Is he a prophet or not? What are you really trying to prove? 
Th ough I honestly expected this answer, I sincerely attempted 
to follow Talman’s suggestion. In addition, I asked a Moroccan 
Muslim background Christian the same question, and he said, 
“Th is would be compromising the Bible and appears to be 
a clear lie.” Th us, while these four individuals serve as a very 
small sample of people, it is telling of how Muslims may react 
to Talman’s ambitious proposal. Can we fi nd a Muslim who 
would accept that Muhammad had a “prophetic function,” 
rather than being a prophet? Is there a chance of convincing 
a Muslim that the Qur’an actually suggests that Muhammad 
possessed a “prophetic role of some other order” but he was 
not a “true prophet” in some of his teachings? I absolutely 
fi nd this fanciful, and wonder whether it is a mere semantic 
attempt to support an argumentum ex silentio or an argument 
based on poorly derived inference and analogy. In the fi nal 
analysis, imagined reasons are hardly persuasive. Th e fact that 
this whole approach is useless should cause us to question the 
value of doing such strenuous “academic” work to craft new 
categories of thought which are unacceptable to Muslims and 
thus not even useful in Christian ministry.

In my judgment, the major fl aw of Talman’s approach is 
that we place the cart before the horse. Instead of examin-
ing the Scriptures and paying attention to what the texts 
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say on prophets and prophethood, especially after the 
advent of Jesus our Lord, we reverse the order: we begin by 
bringing a topic, suggesting an argument that fi ts our para-
digm, and then we go digging into the Bible to see what 
can be made to support our argument—eisegeting instead 
of exegeting. Th is appears clearly in the diff erence between 
Talman’s interpretation and mine concerning the “test” of 
1 John 4:1–3. He did not engage the passage at all in his 
initial article, and when I brought it up as a crucial passage 
for the topic under study, he simply dismissed it as irrel-
evant. He cautions his reader against the signifi cance and 
application of my interpretation, relying (again) on selected 
secondary studies that completely support his argument, 
and dismissing my comment as less than valid. 

While I respect his mentioning several studies suggesting 
the context of the Epistle of John, these studies are simply 
an attempt to explain what the authors think about the reli-
gious and historical context of the inspired text. However, 
they do not invalidate the idea that a theological concept 
borne out of one context may be equally applicable in other 
circumstances. We cannot elevate the context above the text. 
Th e text is clearly concerned with the relationship between 
the Father and the Son (see also John 5:21–23). Do we 
need this text to mention Muhammad by name so that the 
truths inherent in it can be applied in this case? If the text 
is really a test against Docetists or against the Cerinthian 
heresy, as the secondary studies cited by Talman suggest, 
does this then instruct us that, by any means, we cannot 
apply it and its crystal-clear stance to other cases, particu-
larly concerning the Father-Son relationship? If Talman 
insists that 1 John 4 cannot be applied to Muhammad 
because it can only be applied to Docetists/Cerinthians, 
then I suppose most of the New Testament is completely 
irrelevant because it addresses doctrinal and behavior prob-
lems that have no exact modern parallel. Conversely (and 
hypothetically speaking), if the text was indeed prophesying 
against Muhammad as the Anti-Christ, may we not still 
apply it to Islam along with its clearly spelled-out warnings 
about the Docetist and Cerinthian heresies?

Second, Talman (of course unintentionally) misrepresents 
both his article and specifi c areas in my response. He states 
that in my response I “allege” that he “attempt[s] to move 
Muhammad from the false-prophet to the true-prophet 
category.” If I am wrong, then what does his calling to 
“allow the possibility that Muhammad is a prophet in 
the biblical sense” mean? In fact, he states, “If Christians 

were to accept Muhammad as a prophet in one of the 
ways posited above, then could we affi  rm this to Muslims 
without obliging ourselves (in their thinking) to become 
Muslims?” He then goes on to answer in the affi  rmative: 
“I think that Christ followers could do so and be faithful 
to biblical authority.” If I am mistaken, then I completely 
apologize, and now move to his stated intention, as in fact 
there appears to be a change in his position between his 
initial article and his response to my piece. In his response 
to my critical review, he states that “Th e major thrust of 
[this] article was to move the discussion about the Prophet 
of Islam beyond such binary thinking about prophethood.” 
But, this “thrust” does not easily harmonize with phrases 
which speak of attributing prophethood to Muhammad “in 
the biblical sense,” and calling Christ followers to “affi  rm 
this to Muslims.” Th is is confusing, ambiguous, and vague, 
at the very least. Does this suggest that we need to think 
about Muhammad and his prophethood in general in a 
“spectrum” sense? Was he a prophet at some point, and not-
a-prophet at another? How on earth would we know, and 
who should decide the criteria for a so-called prophethood 
“of some other order”? Should we even contemplate a scale 
of prophethood? Was he divinely inspired in just a specifi c 
period? (Th is would lead to a whole diff erent discussion on 
the inspiration of the Qur’an.) All these rhetorical, dialecti-
cal questions point to the ambiguous language of Talman’s 
proposal with its confusing meanings and defi nitions.

I argue that for this discussion to move forward, and for 
others to understand his position completely, we need to be 
very clear on defi nitions. In treating the Prophet of Islam, 
it is very important to be absolutely clear on our positions, 
as particularities and diff erences essential to each religion 
cannot be set aside. Th ere needs to be careful and extensive 
discussion of what we mean by “prophethood” in this case. 
Th is has not been done. In fact, Talman seems to be inten-

tional about such vagueness and ambiguity, as he writes 
that it “is not necessary for us to conclusively determine 
the nature of this prophetic role [of Muhammad].” Th is is 
shocking—and theologically and missiologically dangerous. 
What is the point of avoiding clear defi nitions? Are there 
any really clear defi nitions? I doubt there are, as he seems 
to avoid stating them. Is the point simply language games 
for the sake of peacemaking? Or is it because the Muslims 
might like our discourse more if we use the word “prophet” 
about “the Muslim prophet” even though we do not at all 
mean what Muslims actually mean by it? Surprisingly, this 

W as Muhammad a prophet at some point, and not-a-prophet at another? 
How would we know? Who should decide the criteria for a prophet “of 
some other order?” . . . His ambitious attempts will fail to convince.
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treatment reminds me of the questionable doctrine of taqi-
yya (concealment of one’s beliefs) among some Muslims.

Th ird, in response to my rejection of his claim that “during 
the fi rst century [of Islam], Christians did not seem to 
think of Muhammad as a false prophet,” Talman kindly 
admits that my use of the primary source Doctrina Jacobi 
challenges his thesis. He actually writes that “at fi rst 
glance” this source “would appear to refute [his] statement.” 
However, he attempts to deal with it in order for his thesis 
to survive. Unfortunately, he does so by simply citing a 
secondary study that agrees and supports his claim and by 
downplaying the importance of the primary source, claim-
ing that my reference is “essentially a footnote.” While this 
is both incorrect and inaccurate, one may ask: so what? 
What is the problem with a footnote in a primary source? 
In scholarly research, as I am sure Talman understands, 
a footnote in a primary source is undoubtedly more sig-
nifi cant and important than one in a secondary work. Th e 
reference is not a footnote, and actually refers to the Arab 
prophet as both false and antichrist (Hoyland 1997, 57). 

Th e Doctrina Jacobi is a very important source as it was 
written in 634, only two years after the traditional Muslim 
dating of Muhammad’s death (632). Th is is very signifi cant. 
Although the earliest Muslim biography of Muhammad 
dates his death in 632, other “earlier and more numerous 
Jewish, Christian, Samaritan, and even Islamic sources 
indicate that Muhammad survived to lead the conquest of 
Palestine, beginning in 634–35” (See Stephen J. Shoemaker, 

Th e Death of a Prophet, 1–17, especially 2–3). If we consider 
the dating of these earlier writings, then Doctrina Jacobi is 
actually written in the same year of Muhammad’s death, 
which makes this primary source of exceptional impor-
tance. Th e text of Doctrina Jacobi does not speak only of 
“the prophet who had appeared among the Saracens,” but 
also clarifi es, in the very same sentence, why he is “false” 
by questioning: “do prophets come with a sword and a war 
chariot?” (See Doctrina Jacobi Nuper Baptizati, 5.16.11, 
209). While some secondary studies have argued that this 
text does not identify Muhammad, one would ask: Was 
there a more famous “prophet” than Muhammad during 
those days in Arabia?

Fourth, Talman kindly admits that he was unaware of the 
critical reviews I suggested of the “proposed ecumeni-
cal movement [in early Islam] that fi rst included Jews 
and Christians [as argued by Fred Donner].” He appears 
to slightly change his position. Although he treated the 
notion of the ecumenical non-confessional monotheist 

community led by Muhammad in his initial article as if it 
were a historical fact, here he states that he “would agree 
that it is debatable.” Nevertheless, he still does not want to 
give up on this “ecumenical” notion, as it supports his thesis 
concerning Muhammad’s prophethood. He insists that 
“although it cannot be proven, given the limited archaeo-
logical evidence, Donner’s proposal is at least consistent 
with that evidence.” What evidence? We are not told. How 
consistent? We are not told either. Th e fact is that even 
Donner himself is uncertain, as he writes: “But for those 
[ecumenical] Believers who were inclined to be sticklers on 
the question of God’s oneness, the Christian doctrine of 
the Trinity must always have been a problem” (213, quoting 
Q 5:76). Th is demonstrates Talman’s uncertainty of his own 
argument. What about the references I quoted from the 
Qur’an in my previous response to refute his proposal? No 
interaction from Talman. Even my reference to the Syriac 
document, the Maronite Chronicle (written in the 660s), 
was downplayed and simply dismissed without enough 
pieces of evidence from primary sources. I would refer the 
reader here to the earliest Muslim document, the Qur’an. It 
clearly commands that ahl al-kitāb (“people of the Book,” 
presumably Christians and Jews) are to live in submis-
sion, or humiliation, as they pay the jizya (tax) to Muslims 
(Q 9:29). It accuses ahl al-kitāb of forgetting what was 
revealed (Q 5:13–14), or of twisting their description of the 
revelation (Q 3:78), or of hiding the truth (Q 5:15). Does 
this sound like an ecumenical movement led by a Prophet 
“in the biblical sense”? 

Furthermore, what about Muhammad’s message as set 
forth in the Qur’an? His message not only does not confi rm 
the Gospel, it contradicts and distorts it. Th e Qur’an not 
only claims that Muhammad is predicted by the Torah 
(Q 7:157) and by Christ (Q 61:6), but accuses ahl al-kitāb 
(Christians and Jews) of falsifying their scriptures (Q 2:42, 
59; 3:187; 7:162) even to the extent of fabricating divine 
scripture as they “distort the scripture with their own hands, 
then say, ‘Th is is what GOD has revealed’” (Q 2:79). Th e 
matter would be even worse if we consulted the earliest 
Muslim commentaries on the Qur’an to see how they 
treated Christians and Jews.

Fifth, Talman claims that “the negative judgment of 
Muhammad put forward by [me] is based on a particular 
interpretation of the Qur’an [concerning the incarnation].” 
He then calls us to believe that “the Qur’an can be read 
as affi  rming the incarnation of the Word.” Th is is a seri-
ous claim that needs adequate treatment. Although I was 

H is methodology severely distorts biblical hermeneutics and misinterprets 
historical accounts. He is patently selective, relies heavily on secondary 
works . . . and avoids adequate engagement with counter arguments.
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initially “thrilled” to read about this “new” Qur’anic discov-
ery, I was quickly disappointed. Talman never engages with 
Qur’anic verses that are crystal clear such as: 

They said, “GOD has begotten a son!” Be He glorifi ed; never! 
(Q 2:116) 

They said, “GOD has begotten a son!” Be He glorifi ed. He 
is the Most Rich. To Him belongs everything in the heavens 
and everything on earth. You have no proof to support such 
a blasphemy. Are you saying about GOD what you do not 
know? (Q 10:68) 

The Most High is our only Lord. He never had a mate, nor a 
son. (Q 72:3) 

Proclaim, “He is the One and only GOD. The Absolute GOD. 
Never did He beget. Nor was He begotten.” (Q 112:1—3) 

All these verses are against any understanding of the incar-
nation of God’s Son. For the Qur’an, it never happened 
and it is a severe blasphemy. Again, we are faced with a 
huge, serious, and unsupported claim. It seems that Talman 
wants the Qur’an to affi  rm the incarnation. Unfortunately, 
it simply does not. Of course, Talman may treat these 
verses as if they are rejecting Christian heresies rather than 
mainstream Christianity to support his claims. But to do 
so, he has to rely on post-Qur’anic writings and has to 
intentionally avoid engaging invaluable, detailed studies by 
skillful scholars that oppose his views, as I mentioned in my 
previous response. (See Griffi  th 2008, 7–9; Reynolds, “On 
the Presentation,” [2014]: 42–54.)

Instead of interacting with these crucial Qur’anic verses, 
Talman takes us on a bit of a distracting journey into Arabic. 
His Arabic reading is misleading and does not support his 
argument on the incarnation. He believes that it is “remark-
able” that the Qur’an refers to the Word as “ismuhu” instead 
of “ismuhā.” However, this is simply irrelevant and can never 
support that the Qur’an “affi  rms” the incarnation of the Son 
of God. In fact, Talman himself states a disclaimer, referring 
in passing to the more accurate reading (thus, I wonder why 
he added this point based on the Arabic language in the fi rst 
place). Th e suffi  x in Q 3:45 refers to the son of Mary not the 
Word. Arabic speakers would not expect that the pronoun 
suffi  x used to refer to the son of Mary would be feminine. 
Th us, this was a bit of an ambitious move on Talman’s part 
but led to a dead end. Nevertheless, I agree with Talman that 
the title “Word of God” is very signifi cant in referring to 
the uniqueness and supremacy of Jesus. I do not understand, 
however, how he can see this as an affi  rmation of the incarna-
tion especially in light of the four aforementioned verses. 

I believe that the Qur’an in various passages grants a very 
signifi cant and unique status to Jesus (see, for instances, 
Q 3:42; 19:21; 19:34; 3:45; 3:47; 3:45–49; 4:171; 5:110–113). 
However, Muhammad (as portrayed in the ḥadīth, sīra, 
maghāzī, and other literature) identifi es Jesus merely as a 
prophet. In my fi rst response, this is the point I made which 
was then rejected by Talman in his fi rst response to me. He 
critiqued my contention that Muhammad regarded “Jesus 
as merely a prophet,” by referring to the Qur’anic verses, 
although I specifi cally stated “For Muhammad, Jesus was 
merely a prophet.” Th is diff ers from the description off ered in 
some parts of the Qur’an about Jesus. In this sense, however, 
we both seem to agree that later Muslim writings depict Jesus 
diff erently, and more negatively. Nonetheless, I cannot sup-
port his position that the Qur’an “affi  rms” the incarnation. 

He states: “As for the denial that Jesus is the ‘son of God,’ 
the Qur’an is rejecting the unbiblical notion of God sexu-
ally procreating with a human consort.” Th at’s fi ne, though 
I fundamentally disagree, and ask: How do we know it is a 
rejection of unbiblical sexual notion? Apparently, we have 
to consult extra-Qur’anic materials and post-Qur’anic 
writings? Th e absence of Qur’anic evidence is not evidence. 
In truth, the Qur’anic evidence completely refutes Talman’s 
claims as one can see in the abovementioned four verses 
which insist that Allah has no son. It should be completely 
clear that if Surat al-Ikhlāṣ (Q 112) seems to refl ect a 
creedal Islamic language focusing on the fact that Allah has 
no son, we should take it seriously as rejecting mainstream 
Christianity, rather than simply disallowing distorted 
pagan-Christianity thought that entails God and sex.

How much more do I need to explain to demonstrate the 
essential errors in Talman’s argument? I am certain that 
his intentions are exceptional. I have no doubt about his 
desire to reach Muslims to Christ, and that is clear in his 
diligent attempts to fi nd new and creative ways to interact 
with Muslims. However, in my humble estimation, the 
errors in his analysis and conclusions need sober attention. 
Th ey elevate the most important fi gure among Muslims, 
Muhammad, granting him a biblically and historically 
unsupported status. A subsequent conclusion of authors 
following his conclusions would be to argue for the divine 
revelation of the Qur’an, at least some parts of it, and per-
haps call Christians to believe that the Qur’an was actually 
eternally kept in a celestial tablet.

In conclusion, Talman takes on a very sensitive subject and 
insists on its validity despite the obvious biblical, theological, 
historical, and missiological gaps. His pursuit to create a new 

I agree that the title “Word of God” is very signifi cant in referring to the 
uniqueness and supremacy of Jesus. I do not understand, how ever, how he 
can see this as an affi  rmation of the incarnation.
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portrayal of Muhammad will fail to convince any religious 
adherents of either faith, as he himself admits, “the pos-
sibilities explored diff er greatly from typical Islamic views.” 
If the author himself admits so, then it is safe to deduce 
that the entire framework and conclusions of his arguments 
can hardly hold up. Th is cannot build bridges with average 
Muslims, who do not really believe or care much for a histor-
ical prophet leading a Jewish-Christian-Muslim movement 
through a non-binary spectrum of prophethood. Th is will 
hurt Christian witness, rather than advancing it, as Muslims 
may justifi ably accuse Christians of being overly subtle—if 
not even deceptive—in their presentations.

Ayman Ibrahim, PhD, is a Post-Doctoral Candidate (2nd PhD) 
of Middle Eastern History, Haifa University, Mount Carmel. 
He is Assistant Professor of Islamic Studies, and the Director of 
the Jenkins Center for the Christian Understanding of Islam, Th e 
Southern Baptist Th eological Seminary, KY. 
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views.” Th is cannot build bridges with Muslims. Muslims may justifi ably 
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Rehabilitating Our Image of 
Muhammad: A Concluding 
Response to Ayman Ibrahim
by Harley Talman

M
y original article, “Is Muhammad Also Among 
the Prophets” appeared more than 20 months 
ago. Now Ibrahim and I are in a second round of 

responses to that article in which our focus has been on partic-
ular details of my proposal. Th is examination of the trees may 
cause readers to lose sight of the forest, the major thrust of 
my article that called for a reconsideration of (1) Muhammad 
and the Qur’an in Islam, (2) Christian theology of revelation, 
and (3) the biblical criteria for prophethood as a basis for (4) 
reconsideration of Muhammad’s prophethood.

Th e fi rst major issue my original paper raised was the 
question of identifying the real Muhammad—who are we 
talking about? I off ered several possible views. Th e fi rst is 
the Muhammad of Islamic tradition (or “Islamic folklore).”1 
Th ough the majority of the world’s Muslims accept this por-
trayal of Muhammad, I, along with many others, believe that 
this notion of Muhammad is a legend, a myth that hundreds 
of millions of mistaken Muslims have accepted as truth. 
Th ough many Christians regard the Muhammad of Islamic 
tradition as a “false prophet,” I think it more accurate to call 
this representation a “false Muhammad” because he has no 
real historical existence. To be sure, multitudes of Muslims 
venerate Muhammad in popular Islam to the point of 
idolatry. But, like other idols, this Muhammad is the product 
of human creation and is “not anything” (1 Cor. 10:19). Due 
to the scant biographical information in the Qur’an, we can 
know very little about the Muhammad of the Qur’an apart 
from his message. Based upon the non-Islamic historical 
documents and evidences that I cite, I believe that the real 
historical Muhammad is someone quite diff erent from that of 
Islamic tradition. He is likely closer to some of the revisionist 
historians’ understandings of him.2 While I operate under the 
assumption that the Qur’an is attributable to Muhammad 
(aside from its editing),3 I believe that many interpretations 
of it developed by later Islamic tradition do not accurately 
represent his message.

Among key points in my reconsideration of a theology of 
revelation and prophecy, I explained that the Bible does not 
reject the notion of divine revelation and prophecy after the 
close of the canon of Scripture. Any such revelation must 
play a supporting role to the Bible, is not necessarily infallible 
(and thus must be evaluated by Scripture), nor is it normative 
and authoritative for all believers everywhere. I emphasized 
that the biblical view of prophecy cannot be confi ned to 

binary categories, such as: (a) the only true prophets are 
those who gave us the books of the Bible as accepted by the 
church; (b) all other prophets are false prophets.

Ibrahim and I agree that  Muhammad is not a prophet in the 
same way that Christians view the prophets of the canonical 
Scriptures (type “a” above). However, like other theologians 
and scholars who have not pursued more nuanced approaches, 
Ibrahim has diffi  culty in allowing other than black and white, 
binary categories of prophethood. But my article demon-
strates the existence of various types of prophets in the Old 
and New Testaments, in church and mission history, and in 
religious discourse. My view is not unique, as I cited a number 
of eminent Christian scholars who hold that Muhammad 
can be regarded as a prophet in various biblical, theological, 
or missiological senses of the word.4 While Ibrahim does not 
agree, he has not, in my view, provided any specifi c or con-
vincing arguments to undermine my overall argument. Finally, 
my article dealt with a wide range of issues that supported 
my thesis, and Ibrahim’s interaction has focused criticism 
on some of these particular elements. I will now reply to the 
points he raises in his second response above. 

Is this a constructive contribution to dialogue?
Ibrahim insists that it is not. But as Martin Accad 
observed, the fi rst and foremost purpose of my discussion 
of Muhammad and prophethood is as a contribution to 
Christian missiology and to a theology of religions. I do not 
seem to have made this clear enough, though I stated in the 
conclusion of “Is Muhammad Also Among the Prophets?” 
(IJFM 31:4): 

This paper has provided theological, missiological, and historical 
sanction for expanding constricted categories of prophethood 
to allow Christians to entertain the possibility of Muhammad 
being other than a false prophet. (185, emphasis added)

And as I stated in my previous response, this reassessment 
should in turn promote more constructive Muslim-Christian 
dialogue, because it shapes our attitude toward Muhammad, 
and thus how we view Islam—just as Accad maintains:

Your view of Islam will affect your attitude to Muslims. Your 
attitude will, in turn, infl uence your approach to Christian-
Muslim interaction, and that approach will affect the ultimate 
outcome of your presence as a witness among Muslims.5 

Th us, the understandings of Muhammad and prophet-
hood that I have set forth should have a positive impact on 
Christian-Muslim dialogue by aff ecting our own attitudes 
as ambassadors. I believe this is an important contribution 
of my article toward dialogue. 

Th ough Martin Accad’s assertion seems self-evident to me, 
Ibrahim does not agree that the above change of attitude can 
positively impact Muslim-Christian dialogue—I leave it to 
the reader to judge. In denying any positive value of my pro-
posal for dialogue, Ibrahim focuses on its lack of acceptability 
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to Muslims (which he seeks to demonstrate through his query 
of three Muslim friends). I admitted that I did not expect that 
Muslims would embrace my proposal as an acceptable formu-
lation of Islamic theology; I only asserted that it will be more 
acceptable (or less unacceptable) to Muslims than the view 
that he is a false prophet—and this could be a step forward. 
When Muslims raise the issue of our rejection of Muhammad 
as a prophet, we can acknowledge that for centuries (for many 
and varied reasons), Christians have regarded him as a false 
prophet. However, many of us no longer think this is a fair or 
accurate view—even though we do not hold the same view of 
him that Muslims have (as I explain below). Communicating 
a more sympathetic and positive view of Muhammad should 
be a constructive step forward in the world of interfaith dia-
logue. In America where Muslims are searching for common 
ground with Christians, there is even more reason to expect 
that my proposal could be viewed as a helpful contribution 
toward bridge-building and cooperation. 

As for Ibrahim’s query of several Muslims, it is not “telling” 
us anything about my assertion. Ibrahim should have given 
his Muslim friends the choice of the two options as I pre-
sented them and asked: 

If a Christian were to express to you his position on 
Muhammad and his prophethood, which of the fol-
lowing do you fi nd more acceptable or less off ensive? 

a. I respect Muhammad as having a prophetic role,
 function, or mission even though I do not consider 
 him to be a prophet the same way that you do.

b.  I respect Muhammad even though he is a false  
 prophet.

But Ibrahim only asked for their response to the fi rst; it is dif-
fi cult to imagine that any Muslim would choose “b.” over “a.” 

Moreover, Ibrahim clams that position “a” above is “inten-
tionally misleading to Muslims.” Th is baffl  es me. By saying 
“I respect Muhammad as a prophet (or having a prophetic 
role, prophetic mission, etc.) 6 even though I do not con-
sider him to be a prophet the same way that you do” am I 
really misleading people—much less deliberately so?7 On 
the contrary, I believe that such a proposal invites discus-
sion and elucidation. (Th at Ibrahim’s three Muslim friends 
did not understand or appreciate my proposal is not at all 
surprising given that Ibrahim himself does not embrace my 
proposal, and therefore could not explain it or provide bibli-
cal rationale for it. Furthermore, his assertion that Muslims 
only have two categories—“prophets and the general popu-
lation”—is not accurate [see end note8]). I can envision that 

an interaction like this might ensue naturally or could be 
facilitated:

Muslim: What do you mean that you “do not con-
sider him a prophet in the same way” that I do? 

Christian: I respect Muhammad, but you believe 
prophets are sinless. I do not. Th e prophets may be 
the best of mankind but they are still sons of Adam 
and therefore sinners;9 only Isa the Messiah, the pure 
Word of Allah that was cast into Mary’s womb, is 
without sin.10

Furthermore, Muslims tell me that Muhammad will 
intercede for them on the Day of Judgment,11 but no-
where does the Qur’an indicate that Allah has given 
Muhammad permission to do this. But the Injil says, 
“Th ere is one God, and there is one mediator between 
God and men, the man Christ Jesus” (1 Timothy 2:5 
ESV). It is to Isa al-Masih, Jesus the Messiah, that 
“all the prophets bear witness that everyone who be-
lieves in him receives forgiveness of sins through his 
name” (Acts 10:43). 

Also, Muhammad is a prophet for Muslims, but that 
does not mean he is a prophet in the same way for 
other people of the Scriptures. Does not God in the 
Qur’an say “And how can they [the Jews] make you 
[Muhammad] their judge, when they have the Tawrah, 
which contains Allah’s judgment?”12 Th e Qur’an like-
wise states, “So let the people of the Injil judge by what 
Allah has revealed in it. Whoever doesn’t judge by what 
Allah has revealed are unbelievers” (5:47). Other verses 
support this: “Truly believers, the Jews, the Christians, 
and Sabeans who believe in Allah and in the last day 
and do righteous deeds have their reward from their 
Lord, and won’t fear or grieve” (Q 2:62; cf. 5:69).

Many, like myself, believe that God can use prophets 
from outside the people with whom he has a covenant 
in order to direct or correct them.13 We see in the 
Qur’an that Muhammad rebuked and corrected the 
Jews for rejecting Isa the Messiah.14 I esteem him 
greatly for that. He also warned people of the book 
not to “exaggerate” in religion by going beyond what 
is written in the Scripture.15 

Th e Bible instructs me not to reject anything said by 
any kind of prophet, but to evaluate what they pro-
claim by the Bible, accepting whatever is true and 
good, but rejecting anything that is contrary to its 
teaching (1 Cor. 14:29; 1 Th ess. 5:20–21). 

I do not expect that Muslims would accept my proposal as an acceptable 
formulation of Islamic theology; it’s just more acceptable (or less unacceptable) 
to Muslims than the view that he is a false prophet.
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Unfortunately, most Muslim clerics interpret and 
teach the Qur’an in ways that contradict some 
fundamental teachings of the Bible. As a result, most 
Christians completely reject the Qur’an. But I believe 
that if more Muslims would interpret the Qur’an in 
ways that affi  rm biblical teachings (which is what the 
Qur’an says its purpose is), then many Christians may 
begin to view Muhammad’s prophetic mission much 
more positively (cf. Basetti-Sani and Wessels).

In what “biblical sense” could Muhammad be a prophet?
Surprisingly, Ibrahim says that I misrepresented my own 
article when I took him to task for his alleging that I 
“attempt to move Muhammad from the false-prophet to the 
true-prophet category.” Unfortunately, there was a failure to 
observe what I wrote in my article: 

Ultimate greatness in a prophet is a function of his pointing 
people to Christ. Therefore, we could allow the possibility that 
Muhammad is a prophet in the biblical sense explained in the 
preceding section, and in the Qur’anic mode of being a warner to 
his people, without his performance of miracles.”16 (italics added)

Ibrahim repeatedly quotes from this, lifting out the words 
“in the biblical sense” without including the modifying 
phrase “explained in the preceding section.” Th is is a seri-
ous misconstrual of my position. It has led some who did 
not read my article to think that I regard Muhammad like 
the prophets in the biblical canon (which I clearly do not) 
and has brought unwarranted backlash. Ibrahim gives no 
indication that he consulted the preceding section for clari-
fi cation. Th e “preceding section” discussed the inadequacy 
of criteria like moral blamelessness, absence of hostility 
with Christians, or the performance of miracles, and instead 
clarifi ed that “the most important issue is their attitude 
toward Christ and the Scriptures.”17 In other words, I 
merely said, “Th erefore, we could allow the possibility that 
Muhammad is a prophet in the biblical sense” of pointing 
people [back] to the Scriptures and toward Christ 18 “and in 
the Qur’anic mode of being a warner to his people, without 
his performance of miracles.” Neither confi rming Christ 
nor being a warner to one’s people requires the performance 
of miracles; hence, there was no change in my position, as 
Ibrahim asserts. I do accept his apology for doubting my 
expressed intent.

Should prophethood be viewed as a continuum?
Ibrahim continues his critique by skeptically asking, “Does 
this suggest that we need to think about Muhammad and 
his prophethood in general in a ‘spectrum’ sense?” Th at, of 

course, is the fundamental point of my article which makes 
a case for closing down the cultural and theological para-
digm that treats prophecy exclusively in binary categories. 
Instead, I have argued that we should replace it with one 
that recognizes the variety of kinds and categories that my 
article “Is Muhammad Also Among the Prophets” fi nds in 
the Scriptures, history, theology, and missiology. 

In place of strict binary categories, we need a more biblically 
nuanced perspective. I have noted previously that there were 
biblical prophets who did not write or give us Scripture.19 
What do we call this distinct offi  ce? Moses’ offi  ce is dis-
tinct from other prophets of Israel. Elijah had a “school” of 
prophets that was distinct from the writing prophets. And as 
the introduction of my article noted, even Saul was “prophet 
for a day.” Balaam served a diff erent offi  ce of prophecy than 
all the prior-mentioned prophets. Paul recognized truth 
on the lips of pagan poet-prophets (Acts 17:28); Agabus 
erred on some details of his prophecy about Paul’s future in 
Jerusalem or at least misinterpreted its application to the 
apostle; and the utterances of NT prophets require sifting.20 

Despite these distinctions, Ibrahim does not agree with 
the implications of my discussion of the character (i.e., the 
mixed character) of non-canonical NT prophecy as Spirit-
inspired, but potentially fallible and in need of “sifting” (as 
in 1 Cor. 14:29, 1 Th ess. 5:19–21),21 and of divine revelation 
to those outside the Jewish and Christian stream.22 

Th e issues and perspectives examined in my article should 
force us all to re-examine our presuppositions as we discuss 
prophethood of diverse kinds and various senses of the word. 
Th ose needing further clarity on my position are invited to 
consult Bill Musk who sees Christians as falling somewhere 
on a broad spectrum between two extremes.23 With respect 
to Muhammad, Musk (like myself ) fi nds himself “in that 
uncomfortable, in-between area,” approving of the position 
of the 1984 Conference of European Churches: 

Christians respect the prophetic tradition of the Old Testament. 
It calls people to repentance in the service of the one God. It is 
unjust to dismiss Muhammad out of hand as a false prophet. 
Christians may recognize Muhammad as part of the same pro-
phetic tradition, and in the past some have done so. We must 
nevertheless ensure that our Muslim friends understand the 
subtle differences between the two perspectives, for Christians 
confess that the Word became fl esh and dwelled among us.24 

Ibrahim repeats his sharp criticisms of what he considers 
to be my “ambiguous language.”25 I freely admit to qualify-
ing some assertions with terms like “possibility,” for I am 

T his is a serious misconstrual of my position. It has led some to think that 
I regard Muhammad like the prophets in the biblical canon (which I 
clearly do not) and has brought unwarranted backlash.
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exploring new territory in which additional knowledge is 
prerequisite to higher levels of certainty (not to mention my 
sensitivity to the present anti-Islamic atmosphere in which 
I write). For example, the conclusion of my initial article 
pointed out:

A major obstacle is our uncertainty about the actual details 
of Muhammad’s life due to the great lack of personal infor-
mation about him in the Qur’an and the complexities of the 
historical sources. Future historical studies may strengthen or 
weaken the case for Muhammad being regarded as a prophet. 
The outcome of critical scholarship about the Qur’an’s relation-
ship to the Bible (positive or negative) will also affect thinking.

Moreover, Ibrahim seems not to appreciate the need for 
nuance (as in the above paragraph on the prophetic offi  ce). 
He also lambasts my statement that it “is not necessary for 
us to conclusively determine the nature of this prophetic 
role” (once again cutting off  its clarifying context that 
qualifi es it: “if we apply Gamaliel’s wisdom to this ques-
tion” [italics added]). He even goes so far as to associate my 
treatment with dissimulation (taqiyya). 

I am not at all opposed to clear defi nitions. However, the 
Christian scholars that I cited view the notions of prophet 
or the prophetic role somewhat diff erently. Can we not allow 
each of them to affi  rm a prophetic role for Muhammad 
according to the varied senses which they intend without 
insisting that only one of them is legitimate? 

Th is allowance has implications for our previous discussion 
of how a continuum or “spectrum” view of prophethood can 
aid Muslim-Christian dialogue. When, like the Conference 
of European Churches stated above, we “recognize that 
Muhammad is part of the same prophetic tradition,” it 
allows us to interact with the text of the Qur’an through 
the lens of our tradition and make contributions to the 
interpretative community. Th is is an important and legiti-
mate role for us, since Christians were among the original 
audiences and recipients of the Qur’an’s message—in 
fact, the Qur’an says it is an essential one for the sake of 
Muslims (10:94).26 In addition, allowing for varied senses 
of prophethood makes possible a spectrum of contribution. 
Precisely where a Christian is situated on this spectrum will 
determine the nature of his contribution and his potential 
for infl uencing the Islamic interpretive community.

Was 1 John 4:1—3 applied to Muhammad?
Ibrahim says that I “simply dismissed . . . as irrelevant” the 
test of 1 John 4:1–3: “Every spirit that confesses that Jesus 
Christ has come in the fl esh is from God.” Th is is hardly 

the case and his ground for such a statement is baffl  ing 
to me. On the basis of sola scriptura, I used the text of 
v. 3 itself (lit. “Jesus Christ is come in the fl esh”) against 
Ibrahim’s personal inference about it. I was not “relying on 
. . . selected secondary studies,” but simply backing up my 
position by listing the main interpretations of leading bibli-
cal scholars regarding the doctrinal content of the “test.” 

Ibrahim argues that the studies I reference “do not dismiss 
the idea that we can learn a theological concept.” I agree 
completely—we can learn about the deity of Christ and the 
incarnation of the divine Word in John’s epistles, but these 
things are learned more inferentially than explicitly. I am 
not discounting what has been learned or inferred, but we 
must uphold what God gave us to learn and infer from—
the inspired text, being careful to adhere to the Scriptures, 
not inferences. 

Ibrahim criticizes my hermeneutics, saying: “We cannot 
elevate the context above the text,” but is this not what he 
himself is doing by insisting on more than the criteria of 
the text? Granted, the “text is clearly concerned with the 
relationship between the Father and the Son,” but v. 3 
specifi es what that relationship is: “Jesus” is the “Messiah” 
whom God sent “in the fl esh” (cf. John 17:3). John is sin-
gularly focused upon making this the specifi c distinction 
when it comes to evaluating prophets, and Muhammad (of 
the Qur’an) actually satisfi es this test.

Ibrahim also refers us to John 5:21–23 which speaks of 
the Father’s purpose that all honor the Son as they do the 
Father). Th e Qur’an does not contradict this; it may well 
support it. In Q 3:45 Jesus is “honored” (wajīhan) in this 
world and the next. Th e only other instance of this word 
used this way is in regard to Moses (33:69). But the only 
person it is applied to in both this world and the hereafter is 
Jesus. Most signifi cantly, it repeatedly occurs as an attribute 
of God,27 referring to God’s glory/honor and countenance/
face. As Moses’ face shone with the glory of God (in this 
life, but not in the hereafter), the term infers that Jesus 
refl ects God’s glory and face—not only in this life, but also 
in the hereafter.

Th en Ibrahim errs egregiously by asserting that I fail to 
apply the test of 1 John 4:1–3 to Muhammad, because he 
alleges that I limit its application to Docetists or Cerinthians. 
I am quite puzzled by such logic when in fact I have done 
exactly the opposite of what he claims. I examined vari-
ous possible understandings of the doctrinal content of the 
“test” in I John 4:1–3 and then applied each to Muhammad. 
However, the point is that while scholars diff er over the 

I did apply the criteria of 1 John 4:1–3 to Muhammad—Jesus being 
“Messiah” and “coming in the fl esh”—and found that both criteria align 
with the teaching of the Qur’an.
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identity of the people in the historical context of 1 John, in 
each case (Docetists, Cerinthians, or other), these people all 
failed to affi  rm 1 John’s criteria of Jesus being “Messiah” and 
“coming in the fl esh.” I applied these criteria to Muhammad 
and found that both criteria align with the teaching of the 
Qur’an. Ibrahim then resorts to building a straw man argu-
ment, presented as reductio ad absurdum, suggesting that I 
would make the entire NT irrelevant because modern situa-
tions are not exact parallels. Again, I maintain that all that we 
should insist on is what the text of I John 4:2–3 demands—
that Jesus is the Christ and he came in the fl esh. 

And even if John’s test is stretched to demand affi  rmation 
of a fully developed orthodox Christian theology of the 
incarnation, the Qur’an need not be viewed as denying it. 
In contrast to Ibrahim’s dismissal of this possibility, Basetti-
Sani contends:

For centuries now, there has been a very grave misunder-
standing about the two principle Christian mysteries. Hasty 
interpretation, without proper and judicious weighing of 
the evidence, persuaded Muslim exegetes that the Qur’an 
condemns the doctrines of the Incarnation and Trinity. Chris-
tian apologists fell into this same snare. . . . But those texts 
condemned a “tritheism” that has nothing to do with the for-
mulation of the dogma of the Trinity. The same is true of the 
Qur’an’s supposed condemnation of the Incarnation.28

Th e Qur’an does not undertake to express a formulation 
of these theological doctrines, but that does not mean it 
opposes them; the Qur’an respects the Bible and seems 
concerned only with censuring excesses (heretical notions). 
Moreover, contrary to Ibrahim’s assertion, Jesus of the 
Qur’an is not “merely” a prophet (despite the eff orts of 
Muslim clerics to reduce his status, rather than confi rm the 
prior Scriptures). For example, 4:171 should be read “the 
Messiah, Jesus son of Mary is certainly [not merely] the 
messenger of God, his Word, whom he placed in Mary, a 
spirit from him.” Th e conjuction innama should be seen as 
emphatic, not diminishing, for at least two reasons: (1) in its 
context this verse is proclaiming the exalted status of Jesus 
to Jews who reject his messiahship;29 (2) it is nonsensical to 
say “merely God’s Word.” Jesus is here given exalted distinc-
tion as “his [God’s] Word” (kalimat), a title the Qur’an 
gives to no one else in history! 

It is important to note that Muhammad affi  rms Jesus as 
the Word of God (3:45) and this is almost certainly rooted 
in John 1:1. Th ough Ibrahim rejects my inference of the 
signifi cance of ismuhu (the Word’s name), others view it 
diff erently. Musk argues that the Arabic is “intimating that 

‘a word’ does not refer to a simple word of language, but a 
person.”30 One of the premier Islamic authorities of today, 
Seyyed Hossein Nasr, acknowledges that Jesus’ identifi cation 
with the Word of God is “an idea that has clear resonance 
with the Gospel tradition, where Jesus is identifi ed as the 
“Word” of God (see John 1),” but argues that this identifi ca-
tion does not preclude the Muslim emphasis on Jesus’ role 
as the “bringer of the Gospel, which like the Torah and the 
Qur’an, represents God’s Word and message to humanity.”31 
He explains that this does not necessarily reject the theo-
logical import ascribed to the title in Christianity:

Some commentators interpret His Word here as the tidings 
Mary received of his miraculous conception in her womb or 
as an allusion to the Divine Creative Command Be! by which 
Christ was formed in Mary’s womb . . . However, while all cre-
ated beings are brought into existence through God’s Word, 
Christ alone is specifi cally identifi ed as “a Word from God.” 
Some might argue, therefore that Jesus, by virtue of being 
identifi ed as God’s Word somehow participates (uniquely) 
in the Divine Creative Command, although this is not the 
traditional Islamic understanding of Jesus’ identifi cation as a 
Word from Him (3:45) [emphasis in bold mine].32 

Furthermore, Q 9:31 points to the deity of Christ (“Th ey 
have taken their rabbis and their monks as lords apart from 
God and the Messiah Mary’s son, and they were commanded 
to serve but One God; there is no god but He; glory be to 
Him, above that they associate.” [italics mine])33 Moreover, 
the Qur’an asserts that no one but God has the breath of 
life and is able to create (6:2, 38:71–72; 22:5, 73), a preroga-
tive that it otherwise attributes only to Jesus (3:49; 5:110).

How did Christians initially view Muhammad?
It is unfortunate that what I expressed as a general state-
ment (i.e., “during the fi rst century Christians did not 
seem to think of Muhammad as a false prophet”), Ibrahim 
understands to be an absolute that can be refuted simply 
by citing an example to the contrary (i.e., Doctrina Jacobi’s 
denunciation of an Arab prophet).34 Regrettably, Ibrahim 
takes too literally my comment about the Doctrina Jacobi 
reference being merely a footnote. To say it is a “footnote” 
is a fi gurative way of saying it was of extremely minimal 
importance within the text itself (“a mere cursory rejection 
of expedience” as I explained). Moreover, while Ibrahim 
argues that Doctrina Jacobi is an extremely important early 
witness, he seems to regard it as expressing the conclusion 
of some thoughtful scholar, rather than as the polemi-
cal anti-Jewish tract that it is. Rejecting the Arab prophet 
because prophets do not “come with a sword and a war 

T he Qur’an does not undertake to express a formulation of these theological 
doctrines, but that does not mean it opposes them; the Qur’an respects the 
Bible and seems concerned only with censuring excesses (heretical notions). 
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chariot” is hardly a studied theological conclusion from 
Scripture. It makes me wonder whether the Christian 
writer of the Doctrina Jacobi ever read the Old Testament 
or heard the stories of prophets like Moses, Joshua, Samuel, 
David, and Elijah.

Th us, the primary point I was trying to make was this: 
During the fi rst century, Christians did not characteristi-
cally view Muhammad as a false prophet. C. Jonn Block’s 
study concludes that John of Nikiu’s position and 

the casual dismissal of Muhammad’s prophetic status in the 
Doctrina Jacobi . . . seem the only real rejections of the prophet-
hood of Muhammad by Christians, and these two authors 
seem among our sources the least exposed to the teachings of 
Islam, rendering their judgments solely based on the behaviors 
of Muslims.35 (italics added) 

Similarly, Martin Accad affi  rms, “there is strong evidence 
that Islam was initially viewed by Eastern Christians as 
some sort of variant of Christianity.”36 

Was Muhammad’s original movement “ecumenical”? 
Ibrahim introduced critical reviews of Donner that con-
test my contention that the original movement started by 
Muhammad was “ecumenical.” Let me clarify—there are 
two main aspects of this term “ecumenical” that are being 
debated by scholars: (1) Did the movement include Jews 
and Christians? If so, what kind? (2) Was their primary 
self-identity that of a non-confessional monotheist com-
munity motivated by an ecumenical religious agenda (as 
Fred Donner argues)?37 Given the limited archaeological 
evidence, Donner’s thesis regarding aspect #2 of an ecu-
menical Arab movement cannot be “proven” (nor disproven); 
thus I granted that scholars are divided over this point. 
Nonetheless, I wrote, “what is important to the main thesis 
of my article is not what is the major focus of these criti-
cisms, but what is consistent with Hawting’s conclusion.” 
Th en I asserted that Donner’s proposal is at least consistent 
with that evidence: Ibrahim says that I did not specify what 
evidence—Hawting’s conclusion which was quoted and 
documented actually is evidence. And I will repeat further 
evidence that was mentioned: the participation of Christians 
in the conquests, as John of Sedreh and John of Phenek 
testifi ed;38 the minting of coins by Muslim rulers which bore 
Christian symbols; the inscriptions and papyri containing 
only the fi rst half of the shahadah (“Th ere is no god but 
God” with no mention of “Muhammad is the messenger of 
God”); the use of terms such as “believers” and “emigrants,” 
and the absence of the terms “Muslims,” “Islam,” and 
“Qur’an”; as well as (Donner’s analysis of ) the self-identity 

of the “Believers” in the Qur’an.39 All of this indicates that 
Arab Christians did not fi nd Muhammad’s message to be 
antithetical to biblical faith or a barrier to their participation 
in it. If the Qur’an represents Muhammad’s message, it is 
certainly a prophetic message. Th at these Christians joined 
his movement indicates that they must have accepted his 
prophetic message and mission to a signifi cant degree. From 
what we fi nd of that message in the Qur’an, we might view 
Muhammad’s mission as calling the Arabs ( Jews, Christians 
and pagans) back to the exclusive worship of the God of 
their father Abraham, pious living, and preparation for the 
day of Judgment.

Ibrahim states that Donner and I are both “uncertain” about 
our argument. Not at all. Neither of us doubts whether 
the “Believers” movement included Christians; our only 
diff erence concerns the kind of Christians. In endnote 29 
of my original article on Muhammad and prophethood I 
indicated that “Donner thinks the Christians who joined 
this ‘Believers Movement’ were non-Trinitarian Christians, 
seemingly based on his anti-Trinitarian understanding of 
certain Qur’anic verses.” I noted that my only diff erence 
with him is that I saw no reason to exclude Trinitarian 
Christians since I am persuaded that the Qur’anic verses 
in question were not aimed at Trinitarian Christians, but at 
followers of tri-theism and other heretical Christian views. 
Th is was confi rmed by John of Phenek whose testimony I 
cited, “Among them [the Arabs] there are many Christians, 
some of whom are from the heretics, others from us.”40 
Ibrahim ignores the testimony of this “primary source.”

However, what is important to my argument about an 
ecumenical movement is aspect #1—that the movement 
included Jews and Christians. Th is seems unassailable given 
the testimonies of John of Sedreh and John of Phenek. 
Even Doctrina Jacobi (which Ibrahim heralds as tremen-
dously signifi cant) regards the attackers as one group 
comprised of Jews and Arabs. Th erefore, the movement had 
to have been inclusive, even if the nature and prominence of 
religious motivations is debated.

Th en Ibrahim asks, “What about the references I quoted 
from the Qur’an in my previous response to refute his 
proposal? No interaction from Talman.” Th is assertion 
by Ibrahim is unjustifi ed, unfortunate, and unbecom-
ing. Although Ibrahim referred (in a very general way) to 
traditional interpretations of the Qur’an regarding certain 
Christian doctrines, he did not quote or give a reference for 
any Qur’anic verses in his previous response—not even once. 
But my response actually quoted 3:45 with some linguistic 

I f the Qur’an represents Muham mad’s message, it is certainly a prophetic 
message. Th at these Christians joined his movement indicates that they must 
have accepted his prophetic message and mission to a signifi cant degree. 
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analysis, cited 4:171 and 4:157, and referenced multiple 
sources that discuss the Qur’an’s Christology (endnote 7).

Ibrahim asserts, “Even my reference to the Syriac docu-
ment, the Maronite Chronicle . . . was downplayed and 
simply dismissed without enough pieces of evidence from 
primary sources.” I responded to the data Ibrahim provided 
and cited Penn’s evaluation of this source and his recogni-
tion that the Maronite Chronicle may have been written 
much later—and this would discredit Ibrahim’s point (that 
removal of Christian symbols from coins one generation 
after Muhammad do not support Christian involvement 
in his movement). But even granting the early date (c. 660 
C.E.) for Mu’awiya’s removing the cross from coinage, 
this does not at all indicate that he or early movement was 
hostile to Christian symbols or Christianity as Ibrahim 
asserts. Ibrahim fails to note that the immediate context of 
the Maronite Chronicle records Mu’awiya’s pious regard for 
sites associated with Christ’s passion: 

Many Arabs assembled in Jerusalem and made Mu’awiya 
king. He ascended and sat at Golgotha. He prayed there, 
went to Gethsemane, descended to the tomb of the blessed 
Mary, and prayed there.41 

Why would Mu’awiya sit at Golgotha and pray there if 
he was hostile to Christianity and the crucifi xion? He was 
essentially performing rites common to Christian pilgrims. 
We should instead interpret the removal of the cross from 
coins as indication of Mu’awiya’s humility in refusing 
symbols of exalted status; for the chronicler states in the 
sentence which immediately follows, “Mu’awiya also did 
not wear a crown like other kings in the world. He estab-
lished his throne in Damascus but did not want to go to 
Muhammad’s throne.”42 Th is also better accords with the 
fact, as I previously noted, that other Muslim coins contin-
ued to display Christian symbols for up to a century.43 

Is Muhammad’s message in the Qur’an anti-Christian and 
anti-Gospel? 
Ibrahim also cites several Qur’anic passages as condemning 
people of the book and he thinks that this refutes the idea 
that Muhammad’s movement included Jews and Christians. 
Th is issue of inclusivity matters because it directly aff ects 
our view of the prophetic place of Muhammad. If the 
movement that he founded was not anti-Christian, but 
called all Ishmaelites ( Jewish, Christian and pagan alike) to 
exclusive devotion to the God of Abraham and the practice 
of righteousness, then we can more easily consider the pos-
sibility of according him a positive prophetic role (of some 

kind). I think the case of Jewish and Christian participation 
has been suffi  ciently established above; nevertheless, I will 
respond to the Qur’anic verses that he cites as well. 

Ibrahim cites Q 5:13–14 as accusing them of “forget-
ting what was revealed.” Why is this a problem? Th e OT 
prophets said the same thing repeatedly. Moreover, 5:13 
refers back to 5:12 which affi  rms that God made a covenant 
with the people of Israel but warns that “he among you 
who disbelieves after that has gone astray from the straight 
path.” Th is is no general or categorical rejection of Jews 
here, but a warning for each individual not to stray from 
that covenant. 5:14 says the same thing of Christians: God 
made a covenant with them, too, but they forgot [to obey] 
part of it and the result was enmity and hatred among them 
(a fair assessment of the hostile relations between various 
parties in the Christological controversies of that era). Th e 
criticism of the people of the book for “hiding the truth” 
in v. 15 expresses another aspect of their disobedience.44 
But we should not take this as a categorical condemnation 
of all the people of the book. (Note the positive descrip-
tion of Christians in this same surah in v. 82). Th e Qur’an 
condemns Christian hypocrisy and apostasy, just as it also 
condemns Muslim hypocrisy and apostasy.

Ibrahim also says that Q 3:78 accuses them of “twisting 
their description of the revelation.” Actually it says, “Some 
of them (minhum) distort the book with their tongues.” Th e 
Qur’an declares that there are both faithful and unfaithful 
people of the book, as noted three verses prior: 

Some of the people of the book you can entrust with a huge 
sum, and they will return it to you. If you give others of them a 
dinar, they won’t return it to you unless you remain standing 
over them. (3:75). 

How can this be viewed as a position of general hostility to 
the people of the book?

Ibrahim says Q 9:29 requires Jews and Christians to pay 
the jizya tax, in submission or humiliation to Muslims. Th is 
is the “tax that is taken from the free non-Muslim subjects 
of a Muslim government; whereby they ratify the com-
pact that ensures them protection.”45 Th ere is no scholarly 
consensus about this verse requiring “humiliation.”46 As 
my original article indicated, readers of the Qur’an must 
recognize that verses like this apply to particular situations 
or people.47 Th is verse does not apply to all people who 
were given the book, but only to those who do not believe 
in God and the Last Day—for the Qur’an maintains that 
many Jews and Christians do believe in God and in the 

T hese Qur’anic verses apply to particular situations or people. Th ere is nothing 
in them that would prevent pious “people of the book” ( Jews and Christians) 
from participating in a Believers movement. 
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Last Day (3:113-114, 5:82). An example of such a limited 

application of 9:29 would be the view that “those who don’t 

follow the religion of truth among those who were given 

the book” speaks only to the Byzantine empire’s planned 

aggression at Tabuq.48 

Hence, there is nothing in these verses that would prevent 

pious people of the book from participating in a Believers 

movement. More importantly, we should recall a parallel

situation in the gospel of John. Despite the gospel of 

John’s negative portrayal and denunciation of “the Jews,” 

the members of Jesus’ movement were Jews. Similarly, my 

original article stated:

In contrast to the imperialistic arrogance and cult of the cross 
of the Byzantines, the Qur’an viewed Christians in Arabia (pri-
marily Monophysite, Syrian Orthodox, Nestorian, and Assyrian) 
as those “closest in affection” to Muslims, for their priests and 
monks were not proud (Surah 5:82). Thus, the Qur’an does 
not view Christians with hostility as a matter of principle . . .49

In addition, Ibrahim faults Muhammad’s message in the 

Qur’an for claiming that the Bible predicts Muhammad. 

However, in 61:6, the reference to a “sent one” (rasul) makes 

better sense as referring to Jesus’ foretelling of the Holy 

Spirit (the Advocate, Gk., parakletos) being sent from God 

( John 14:16–17), as some Muslims will grant.50 Jesus is 

therefore describing the Holy Spirit (not Muhammad) as 

“Ahmad” (meaning “whose name I praise” or “whose name 

is more praised”51). Nowhere in the Qur’an is Muhammad 

called by this term. Instead of viewing “Ahmad” as a 

descriptor, Muslim tradition seems to have later developed 

it as an apologetic argument by making this term a name 

for Muhammad.52

Neither should the “unlettered” (ummi) prophet in Q 7:157 

be understood as a reference to Muhammad. Th is interpre-

tation appeared much later in the development of “Islam.” 

Th e prophet referred to here is better understood as Christ 

Jesus who did not receive formal training in the Scriptures 

from learned men but was taught directly by God.53

Ibrahim also claims that the Qur’an contradicts and dis-

torts the Gospel. While this is certainly true of Islam as it 

developed much later, this statement does not accurately 

represent the position of Muhammad in the Qur’an which 

respects the Bible (Tawrah, Zabur, and Injil). Th e Qur’an 

repeatedly attests to the truth contained in the previous 

Scriptures. Ibrahim also states that the Qur’an accuses 

Christians and Jews of falsifying Scripture, citing several 

verses as proof texts with little concern for their context.

Q 2:59 (and a parallel in 7:16254) says, “Th e wicked substi-
tuted a saying told them for another, so we sent a plague 
from heaven down on the wicked for their unbelief.” Th is 
refers to the grumbling Israelites during their wandering in 
the wilderness. Th e Bible agrees with this assessment. 

Q 3:187 refers back to v. 183 concerning the prophets of 
Baal who combated Elijah.55 Th is is a common problem 
and biblical theme found throughout the minor prophets.

Q 2:42 refers to God instructing the children of Israel to ful-
fi ll the covenant and believe . . . and “don’t cover truth with 
vanity or knowingly hide the truth.” Th is has nothing to do 
with accusing them of textual corruption (taḥrīf ). However, 
the kind of accusations against Jews and Christians that 
Ibrahim was looking for I addressed in an endnote in my 
article (which it seems that Ibrahim overlooked):

Muhammad’s accusation against the Jews (and Christians?) 
of taḥrīf (“corruption” of the Word of God) did not charge 
them with changing the written text of Scripture, but with 
concealing the truth (Surah 3:71; 6:92), distorting its meaning 
as they read it aloud (3:78), composing their own texts and 
passing them off as Scripture (2:79), and forgetting the cov-
enant (5:14, 15). On the contrary, he insists that no one can 
“change the words of God” (10:64, 6:34).56

Th e Qur’an does charge some Christians and Jews with 
“corrupting” their scriptures; but this refers to corrupting 
the meaning (taḥrīf al-ma’na), not corrupting the text itself. 
Some leading scholars, both Muslim and Christian, have 
demonstrated that the notion of textual corruption became 
popular four to fi ve centuries after Muhammad, largely due 
to the impact of Ibn Hazm in the 11th century.57 Dozens 
of verses in the Qur’an endorse the contents of the Bible. 
Th e few verses that speak negatively are unclear and require 
careful examination of their context; they are better under-
stood as condemning specifi c incidents of misbehavior of 
some Jews, Christians, or their clerics.58 

Ibrahim asserts that Q 2:79 charges Jews or Christians with 
“fabricating divine scripture as they ‘distort the scripture 
with their own hands, then say, “this is what God has 
revealed.”’” He apparently is quoting a biased translation 
of the Qur’an. Upon closer examination, we see that the 
Arabic text only says, “Woe to those who write the book 
with their hands, then say ‘Th is is from God’ to purchase 
with it a little price.”59 It relates to the preceding verse 
where the ummiyyun (variously translated as unlettered 
ones, unscriptured, gentiles, or illiterate), who do not know 
the book apart from their own wishful thinking or desires, 
are just guessing or imagining. What is being written 

D ozens of verses in the Qur’an endorse the contents of the Bible. Th e few that 
speak negatively are unclear and require careful exmination of their context; 
they condemn specifi c misbehavior of some Jews, Christians, or their clerics.
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are not the Scriptures but what is being peddled as the 
Scriptures for a small price. Hence, this verse is most likely 
condemning those Jews who wrote down alleged texts to 
sell as amulets and talismans (as is frequently done with 
Qur’anic verses even today) and/or to their selling Tefi llin 
(phylacteries), the double prayer straps they wear with two 
boxes containing verses from the Torah.60 

Concerning Ibrahim’s reference to what the earliest Muslim 
commentaries on the Qur’an say about Christians and Jews, 
I believe they are irrelevant to our discussion on whether or 
not the original movement included Jews and Christians 
since they were written long after this movement ceased to 
be inclusive.

Does the Qur’an deny that Jesus is the “son of God” in the 
biblical sense?
Ibrahim is convinced that the Qur’an’s rejection of Jesus 
as “the son of God” is not a rejection of the blasphemous 
notion that God cohabited with Mary to produce biologi-
cal off spring, but rather a denial of mainstream Christian 
doctrine. He “fundamentally disagree(s)” with me: he asks, 
“How do we know it is a rejection of unbiblical sexual 
notion?” But he then cites 2:116, 10:68, and 72:3 which all 
use the Arabic “walad ” for son, a word that means “to beget 
(by seed)” or “to bear (a child)” (i.e., beget a son biologi-
cally).61 Moreover, sexual sonship is patently indicated 
in the internal content of a number of these verses. For 
instance, he cited 72:3: “He never had a mate (ṣāḥibatan), 
nor a son”—if God has no mate to procreate with, then nei-
ther did he have a son. Likewise, in 6:100–101: “How can 
he have a son when he has no consort?” And, in 4:171, the 
claim that “He is far beyond having a son (walad)” imme-
diately follows an affi  rmation of the Virgin Birth, inferring 
that physical/sexual begetting is being rejected.62 Other 
verses (19:93–94, 39:4, 4:171) reject that God adopted (has 
“taken” or “acquired” a son).63 Th ese last verses do not reject 
mainstream Christian doctrine, but rather the heresy of 
Adoptionism (namely, that Jesus was born as an ordinary 
human, but later became divine when God adopted him). 
Contrary to Ibrahim’s assertion, none of these verses relates 
to the orthodox Christian doctrine of incarnation. 

Ibrahim’s charge that I “rely on post-Qur’anic writings” to 
support my contention that the Qur’an condemns Christian 
heresies is a bit audacious given that the Qur’anic verses 
themselves wholly substantiate my position by employing 
the words walad, “mate” and “consort.” Th ey are addressing 
something entirely unrelated to the language of the New 

Testament (son of God, begotten of God) that refers to 
God’s promise to David. If Ibrahim is arguing that being 
“son” and “begotten” of God are physical, then we should be 
deeply concerned about his Christian theology.

Th is interpretation that the Qur’an is rejecting divine bio-
logical and adoptive sonship is not novel or unique to me; 
extensive support in both Muslim and Christian quarters 
can be found. Al-Ghazali, Islam’s most celebrated philoso-
pher and theologian, states the son-father relationship of 
Jesus and God in the NT must be viewed as a metaphor, 
not as physical/biological which the Qur’an rejects.64 Th e 
reason for this rejection is that in classical Arabic the word 
“son” almost always conveys physical sonship when used 
in connection with a personal relationship.65 (Christian 
orthodoxy agrees that NT usage of Father/Son for God/
Jesus is metaphorical, but this in no way disavows their 
“metaphysical” or “ontological” existence from eternity). 
Even someone like Sam Shamoun, who has no praise for 
Muhammad or the Qur’an, after examining the Qur’an 
and leading Muslim commentaries, concludes: “the Qur’an 
nowhere condemns the historic Christian understanding of 
Jesus’ Sonship.”66 

And fi nally, just for clarifi cation, I did not say in my previ-
ous response that the Qur’an unmistakably “affi  rms” the 
incarnation, but only that it “can be read” that way—mean-
ing it “allows” for such a reading. (I have mentioned various 
inferences to this in this response). 

Does the Qur’an criticize Christian heresies or Christian 
orthodoxy?
Appealing to Griffi  th and Reynolds, Ibrahim rejects my 
contention (as supported by C. Jonn Block’s research) that 
the Qur’an criticizes Christian heresies, not Christian 
orthodoxy. However, Ibrahim appears unaware of later 
interactions by the authorities and sources involved. In a 
work subsequent to that cited by Ibrahim, Griffi  th interacts 
with Block’s research and rules out a number of pos-
sible heresies on the Arabian Peninsula as infl uencing the 
Qur’an.67 He does not criticize this research, but instead 
acknowledges that it is “somewhat at variance” with his 
own theory. Clearly Griffi  th does not reject Block’s fi nd-
ings (since in the same footnote he references both Block’s 
research and his own article).68 But regardless, it seems 
untenable to deny that some verses in the Qur’an are 
condemning, not Christian orthodoxy, but heresies (e.g., the 
rejection of the deifi cation of Mary in a “trinity” with God 
and Jesus in 5:116).

A l-Ghazali, Islam’s most celebrated philoso pher and theologian, states the 
son-father relationship of Jesus and God in the New Testament must be 
viewed as a metaphor, not as physical or biological.
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Ibrahim cites Reynolds’ “Presentation” which interprets 
these Qur’anic verses as attacking orthodox Christianity 
based on his theory of “rhetoric.” However, Reynolds does 
not engage Block’s more recent historical research which 
invalidates his theory.69 Neither does Reynolds’ hypoth-
esis account for the dozens of verses that affi  rm (rather 
than attack) the previous Scriptures. It makes little sense 
for the Qur’an to repeatedly and emphatically insist that 
it confi rms and authenticates the biblical Scriptures and 
at the same time reject their fundamental teachings (i.e., 
as expressed in orthodox Christianity). Furthermore, it 
has been argued that Qur’anic verses allegedly critical 
of Christian doctrines generally appear when addressing 
people in Jewish contexts, thereby indicating a correction 
of Jewish distortions and misunderstandings of orthodox 
Christian belief.70 

Along with most Muslim theologians and Christian apolo-
gists, Ibrahim invokes Q 112 (“Say: ‘He is One, the Eternal. 
He does not beget and was not begotten, and there is none 
like him’”) as a denial of divine sonship. Seyyed Hossein 
Nasr states to the contrary, 

Attempts to link this verse to discussions of Christianity are 
thus somewhat tenuous, and it is best understood in relation 
to . . . the Quranic critique of the pagan Arab notions of Divine 
procreation, as in 37:149-53.71 

Moreover, 

Such notions are distinct from the Christian understanding 
of Divine sonship in that the meaning of “son” in the phrase 
“Son of God” employed in the Christian creed is very different 
from the meaning of “son” in the Quran. For Christianity, the 
term “Son of God” refers to Jesus as the pretemporal, uncre-
ated Word of God that is begotten of the Father before time. 
For the pagan Arabs, however, the progeny of God had a 
distinctly temporal and physical connotation.72

Ibrahim supposes Q 112:3 denies a Christian creed, but 
we must remember that begottenness language has been 
prevalent since the Cappodocian fathers and throughout the 
centuries statements similar to Q 112 have been made by 
great Christian theologians (e.g., John of Damascus, Th omas 
Aquinas, and John Calvin), affi  rming that the essence/being 
of God is one, eternal, unique, and does not reproduce. In 
fact, the exact wording of this surah appears in the Fourth 
Lateran Council’s affi  rmation that the one divine essence 
shared by the three hypostases/persons of the Trinity “does 
not beget, nor is it begotten.” Hence, Louis Massignon, 
the great French scholar of Islam, explained this verse as 
“an affi  rmation of the unity of the divine essence (tawḥīd) 

rather than a statement of the unique personality of God.”73 
Th us, it is not a rejection of the Christian doctrine of the 
Trinity (which is not specifi cally addressed in the immedi-
ate or wider context of the Qur’an). Seyyed Hossein Nasr 
confi rms this, affi  rming that in Q 4:171 and 5:73 

the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity as three “persons,” or 
hypostases, “within” the One God is not explicitly referenced, 
and the criticism seems directed at those who assert the ex-
istence of three distinct “gods,” an idea that Christians them-
selves reject.74

Conclusion
In my initial article and two subsequent interactions with 
Ayman Ibrahim, I have off ered a wide-ranging rationale 
for reconsidering some crucial issues: Muhammad and the 
Qur’an in original Islam, a Christian theology of revelation, 
and a biblical view of prophethood, as the basis for a posi-
tive prophetic role for Muhammad.

Ibrahim contends that I have elevated Muhammad to 
a position that has no biblical or historical basis. To the 
contrary, I have denigrated the legendary status given him 
by Islamic tradition by relying on earlier and more reliable 
historical evidence than is found in dubious later Muslim 
traditions. I have also given evidence from the earliest 
and primary Muslim source, the Qur’an, which repeatedly 
claims to confi rm the Bible and not to contradict it (and 
thus we should seek to interpret it in ways that do that). 
Yes, the result is an understanding of Muhammad that is 
elevated well above the “demon-inspired false prophet” view 
that prevails among Christians today. But I have shown that 
such a view has a historical and missiological basis and is 
compatible with Scripture. 

I maintain that the Bible does not reject the notion of 
divine revelation and prophecy after the close of the canon 
of Scripture. But such revelation and prophecy must play 
a confi rming or supplemental role to Scripture; they are 
not necessarily infallible (and thus must be evaluated by 
Scripture); and they are not normative and authoritative for 
all believers everywhere. I especially emphasized that the 
biblical view of prophecy cannot be confi ned to binary cat-
egories—contrary to the commonly held that (a) the only 
true prophets are those who gave us the books of the Bible 
and (b) all other prophets are false prophets. In support of 
my argument, I gave examples of other kinds of prophets—
both from Scripture as well as from mission history (e.g., 
William Harris whom Lamin Sanneh classes as one of 
Africa’s “charismatic prophets”)—and this was not refuted 
by Ibrahim.

I brahim contends that I have elevated Muhammad to a position that has no 
biblical or historical basis. To the contrary, I have denigrated the legendary 
status given him by Islamic tradition by relying on earlier evidence.
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Partly due to misunderstandings, Ibrahim asserts that I ele-
vated some secondary studies above crucial primary sources, 
but my responses have shown otherwise. He introduced a 
number of secondary sources that I have interacted with and 
still sustained my thesis.75 Ibrahim insists that the average 
Muslim on the street will automatically reject non-binary 
categories of prophethood, and therefore my proposals are 
not constructive (and even damaging to dialogue). A major 
factor in our diff ering perceptions is that the fi rst audience 
in my mind for discussion of these issues would be Muslim 
scholars and intellectuals, primarily in contexts of inter-
faith dialogue which easily provide opportunity to explain 
the concepts that I have proposed. In contrast, Ibrahim is 
focused solely on the ordinary Muslim who he insists will 
reject my proposal out of hand and view it as subterfuge. 
Strategically, engaging fi rst with open-minded Muslim reli-
gious leaders is ideal; for they can sanction new ideas that 
infl uence the average Muslim on the street. Nevertheless, 
even Muslims on the street can be engaged in ways that 
invite honest and frank explanation and elucidation of new 
concepts. (See the sample conversation in the beginning of 
my response above.) Th e fact is that paradigm shifts take 
time, eff ort and persistence in the face of entrenched ideas 
and opposition (e.g., belief in a fl at earth); nevertheless, 
progress is possible.

I fi nd it diffi  cult to understand the fear expressed in Ibrahim’s 
conclusion that those who accept my view might subse-
quently “call Christians to believe that the Qur’an was 
actually eternally kept in a celestial tablet.” Perhaps this is 
indicative of a proclivity to binary thinking: either accept 
the false prophet view of Muhammad or you will be pulled 
to affi  rm the supposedly inane Muslim view of revelation.76 
Moreover, Ibrahim’s “prophecy” that my proposal will “fail 
to convince any religious adherents of either faith” is a false 
one—for some have already given testimony to the contrary 
(e.g., the doctor who told me, “Your article blew my brains 
out of the back of my head.”). Likewise, the alleged “biblical, 
theological, historical, and missiological gaps” in my treatment 
are not “obvious” to all—Martin Accad considers my work as 
“belonging to the fi eld of missiology par excellence.” 77

Despite the diff erences in our views, Ibrahim and I have 
mutual respect and appreciation as scholars, as well as love 
for one another as brothers in Christ. Readers, however, may 
wonder how evangelical scholars, equally committed to the 
authority of Scripture and the lordship of Jesus Christ, can 
be so far apart in their understandings. What factors lead to 
such disparate attitudes, interpretations, and assessments?

I would suggest that one contributor to our diff erences is 
the paradigmatic lenses through which we view the issues. 
Th erefore, I asked Bradford Greer to write about these 
lenses through which we approach scripture, history and 
the religious phenomena of Islam. (His article, “Approach-
ing the Frontier Missiological Task,” is found in this issue 
of the IJFM on page 93). But, regardless, it is clear that we 
are not all going to agree on the nature of Muhammad’s 
prophethood and the original movement that he founded. 
Looking at an analogous situation in Scripture, skeptics and 
critics might consider applying Gamaliel’s wisdom to this 
question surrounding Muhammad. Gamaliel had some un-
answered questions in his day; but though unconvinced that 
Jesus was the Messiah, he suspended judgment, allowing 
that the purpose and activity of the movement that Jesus 
started might be of God (Acts 5:34–39).78

From the outset I acknowledged this to be a complex and 
controversial topic and pleaded for greater tolerance of 
those holding diff ering positions. I had hoped that by the 
time Ibrahim and I reached the conclusion of our dialogue, 
the added clarity would have signifi cantly narrowed the 
gap between our positions. Perhaps this will be the case for 
those who read our exchanges. If not, then let us ensure that 
our interactions avoid misrepresentation, exaggeration, and 
alarmism, so that we may endeavor to follow the ancient 
wisdom: In essentials unity, in non-essentials liberty, in all 
things charity.

Harley Talman has worked with Muslims for more than 35 years, 
including two decades in the Arab world and Africa, during 
which he was involved in church planting, theological education, 
and humanitarian aid. Talman holds a Th M from Dallas Th eo-
logical Seminary and a PhD from Fuller Th eologcial Seminary. 
He presently teaches Islamic studies at a graduate school. 

Endnotes
1  Th is description, the Muhammad of “Islamic Folklore,” is 

borrowed from Nabeel Jabbour.
2  Moderate revisionists referenced in my original article 

include Fred Donner and Gabriel Said Reynolds; Robert Spencer 
speaks for radical revisionists. 

3  As Fred Donner observes, “Th ose of us who study Islam’s 
origins have to admit collectively that we simply do not know 
some very basic things about the Qur’an—things so basic that the 
knowledge of them is usually taken for granted by scholars dealing 
with other texts” (“Th e Qur’an in Recent Scholarship: Challenges 
and Desiderata,” in Th e Qur’an in Its Historical Context, edited by 
Gabriel Said Reynolds [New York: Routledge, 2008]), 29.

T he discussion of these issues would be with Muslim scholars and 
intellectuals, primarily in contexts of inter-faith dialogue which easily 
provide opportunity to explain the concepts.
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4  Harley Talman, “Is Muhammad Also Among the Prophets,” 
IJFM 31:4: section IV, 182-185.

5  Martin Accad, “Christian Attitudes Toward Islam and 
Muslims: A Kerygmatic Approach,” in Evelyne A. Reisacher, ed., 
Toward Respectful Understanding and Witness among Muslims: 
Essays in Honor of J. Dudley Woodberry (Pasadena: William Carey 
Library, 2012), 31. 

6  While speaking of Muhammad’s “prophetic role, function or 
mission” can be helpful in academia, elsewhere it may be clearer to 
just to use “prophet” with qualifi cation (e.g. “I respect Muhammad 
as a prophet even though I do not consider him to be a prophet the 
same way that you do.”)

7  Of course, any fruitful dialogue will be based upon the estab-
lishment of relationships of sincerity and trust in which Muslims can 
recognize our good will, sense our conciliatory attitude and respect, 
and appreciate our eff orts at fi nding common ground. It will not al-
ways be easy to overcome the suspicions and mistrust engendered by 
a millennium of adversarial culture in Christian-Muslim controversy 
where there is a permanent investment in the other side’s falseness. 
(Like race car drivers who anticipate their competitors’ “moves” in 
order to jockey for position, religious controversialists construct 
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An Afterword
by Ayman Ibrahim

O
ne of the exceptionally positive results of my 
e xchange with Harley Talman is that I got to 
know him better, as we talked over the phone 

several times and discussed various details of his thesis on 
Muhammad’s prophethood. He is a serious scholar, dili-
gent researcher, and thoughtful Christian. Another signifi -
cant positive outcome is that in our printed exchanges he 
was skillfully able to explain and clarify several points of 
his proposal. Readers should grasp the details of his thesis 
more accurately to be able to discern whether it is actu-
ally valid in missiological circles, precisely in bringing the 
Gospel to Muslims. IJFM is to be thanked for graciously 
off ering its platform for such a sophisticated exchange.

Jesus’ deity is extremely fundamental for Christians, which 
makes it very important for Muslims to understand it, to 
discuss it and to ultimately insist on rejecting it if they 
are to remain orthodox Muslims. Similarly, Muhammad’s 
prophethood is a pivotal belief in Islam—if he is not a 
prophet, Islam collapses. Th is is precisely, in my view, the 
main reason why Talman’s proposal is very important to 
evaluate with scrutiny. He treats Muhammad’s prophethood 
as a “non-essential” topic for faith that deserves liberty, 
while I view it as a signifi cantly “essential” topic. He equates 
his proposal with the “unanswered questions” of Gamaliel’s 
day, although the Church for the last fourteen centuries has 
not generally felt that this question is unanswered. He indi-
cates that his thesis is like “a movement” that deserves time 
before judging it with scrutiny, while I view it as very cru-
cial to our day-to-day missiological concerns in connecting 
with Muslims, especially as it raises unneeded ambiguity.

It is obvious to those who have been following this 
exchange that Talman and I disagree on fundamental issues. 
However, is it possible that he and I can agree on some 
level? Yes, I believe we can. 

Talman and I agree that Muhammad is not a true prophet 
like the prophets of our canonical scriptures. However, 
while I am willing and completely comfortable to call 
Muhammad a false-prophet based on biblical and theo-
logical measures, Talman is unconvinced and reluctant to 
use such a term. He believes that there is a possible bibli-
cal space to assign Muhammad some kind of prophet-
hood, especially if we distinguish between the diff erent 
Muhammads, such as the one of Muslim tradition and the 
one of history. Th e crucial issue in my view is that we cannot 
actually establish a substantial “Muhammad” of history 
apart from the “Muhammad” of Muslim tradition. Talman 
disagrees and would be satisfi ed with a minimalist “histori-
cal Muhammad” confi ned to his message in the Qur’an.
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Talman and I agree that binary categories are clearly found 
throughout the Bible. However, he insists that binary cat-
egories do not actually apply when it comes to the issue of 
prophethood, even after Christ. Th is is one reason that he 
views Muhammad as neither a prophet nor a false-prophet, 
proposing that Muhammad fi ts in another category (e.g., 
“charismatic prophet”). By way of disagreement, I view 
Muhammad as a clear example of a post-Christ false-prophet, 
and, in a sense, one of the warned-against anti-Christs in the 
Johannine inspired writings.

Talman and I agree that we should bring the Gospel to 
Muslims because Jesus is the only Savior. We agree that 
Muslims need to accept Christ as Lord and Savior, and 
that Christians need to fi nd every possible and creative 
way to communicate the Gospel to Muslims. However, we 
disagree on how Muhammad’s prophethood would fi t and 
should be used in such a Gospel proclamation. He respects 
Muhammad “as having a prophetic role, function, or mis-
sion,” although he does “not consider him to be a prophet the 
same way [Muslims] do.” On the contrary, I do not need to 
assign Muhammad any prophetic role in any sense to respect 
him. In fact, I mainly respect him because Muslims do, 
and I love them. In respecting Muhammad, Christians are 
never obliged to assign him any unmerited prophetic roles. 
It is unnegotiable that Christians should respect Muslims 
and treat them with esteem and honor. Th is is a part of our 
identity as followers of Christ. Nonetheless, the matter is 
diff erent when it comes to Muhammad, especially as we con-
sider what the Muslim traditions themselves report about his 
morality and ethics, and what the Qur’an as Muhammad’s 
allegedly received revelation affi  rms about Jesus’ deity and 
message. Consider this: I can love and respect Druzes, 
Buddhists, and Hindus, and fi nd some points of contact that 
are true in their culture and sacred writings, but in no way 
am I supposed to support their religious claims. 

Talman and I disagree that his proposal is relevant for 
reaching out to Muslims. While I acknowledge Talman’s 
obvious diligence and absolutely value his painstaking 
research, I see his proposal as unhelpful in communicat-
ing truthfully with Muslims. Of course, his thesis could be 
quite interesting in some secular circles where researchers 
are only concerned with manuscripts, texts, and sophisti-
cated debates concerning picky rarefi ed, obscure, or abstruse 
matters. However, in dialoguing with average Muslims, it is 
hardly convincing to speak about the various Muhammads, 
the continuum of prophethood, let alone affi  rming the 
incarnation or the deity of Christ based on the Qur’an.

My disagreement with Talman centers on methods and 
approaches that eventually have missiological consequences. 
It is my conviction that the Gospel is off ensive. We do not 
need to deny or shy away from such a biblical truth. Paul 
interacted with both Jewish and pagan cultures. He was 
not only remarkably relevant to them, but also signifi cantly 
off ensive in his discourse and Gospel preaching. Christians 
should be concerned with creative and eff ective ways to 
communicate the uniqueness of the Christian faith and 
the supremacy of Christ to adherents of Islam who do not 
generally care about sophisticated terms or complicated 
defi nitions. In this exceptionally important mission, we 
do not need to make our faith appealing to Muslims by 
according any level of prophetic honor or biblical truth to 
Muhammad. Th is cannot create a common ground with 
Muslims. Nor can it make the Gospel convincing.  IJFM

I n dialoguing with average Muslims, it is hardly convincing to speak about 
the various Muhammads, the continuum of prophethood, let alone affi  rming 
the incarnation or the deity of Christ based on the Qur’an.


